Current Contracts as of 13 February 2015

AMAUDRUZ SA (LAUSANNE) [Switzerland] - Electrical work and maintenance services - Ref. 2011-02 Valid until: 31/12/2015
AMIRAN KENYA LIMITED [Kenya] - Purchase of greenhouses, related equipment and training for project in Lesotho - Ref. 2013-01/GB Valid until: 30/11/2015
CARLSON WAGONLIT TRAVEL (CWT) [Switzerland] - Travel management and visa processing services - Ref. 2012-21/EF Valid until: 30/04/2017
CWS-BOCO SUISSE SA [Switzerland] - BOCO SUISSE SA - Rental hygiene and sanitary consumable - Ref. 2013-11/HW Valid until: 30/06/2018
DAN OFFICE SA [Switzerland] - IT equipment (laptops, desktops, monitors and ancillaries) - Ref. 2012-36/GB Valid until: 30/09/2015
EKTRON EUROPE LIMITED [United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland] - CMS License & maintenance - Ref. OBPS105690 Valid until: 30/12/2015
EXPAND INTERNATIONAL AB [Sweden] - Display Material - Ref. 2010-20 Valid until: 31/05/2015
FIPOI-FONDATION DES IMMEUBLES ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALES [Switzerland] - Rental of ITC building - Ref. 2013-39/GB Valid until: 31/12/2018
HELVEITIA PATRIA ASSURANCES [Switzerland] - Insurance - ITC Vehicle BMW - Ref. 2011-30ad/GB Valid until: 31/12/2018
HELVEITIA PATRIA ASSURANCES [Switzerland] - Insurance - ITC Vehicle Toyota Prius - Ref. 2011-30ac/GB Valid until: 31/12/2017
HELVEITIA PATRIA ASSURANCES [Switzerland] - Insurance - RC - Ref. 2011-30ab/GB Valid until: 31/12/2017
IGEODO COMPANY GMBH & CO. KG [Germany] - Trade Fair - Ref. Igedo/CPM Moscow Valid until: 31/12/2015
INTERNATIONAL COMPUTING CENTRE [Switzerland] - IT Internet, Network & consultancy services - Ref. UNICC ITCMSDA0809V1.0 Valid until: 31/12/2015
KOMPASS INTERNATIONAL [France] - Subscription to KOMPASS statistics database - Ref. 2012-28/GB Valid until: 17/06/2017
MICROSOFT IRELAND OPERATIONS LIMITED [Ireland] - Microsoft licences for Enterprise and CRM - Ref. 2014-02/GB Valid until: 31/12/2016
NEWREST CANONICA SERVICES S.A. [Switzerland] - Service de restauration à l'ITC - Ref. 2012-12/GB Valid until: 31/12/2015
OCE (SUISSE) SA / CANON (SUISSE) SA [Switzerland] - Rental of printing equipment - Ref. 2010-01/HW Valid until: 31/10/2017
OFFICE DEPOT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS S.A.S. [France] - Purchase of office supplies and stationary - Ref. 2010-02 Valid until: 31/12/2015
RAM SAMI REDDY INVESTMENT LIMITED [Fiji] - Office Rental in Fiji - Ref. 2012-45/EF Valid until: 30/11/2015
REGIMO GENEVE SA [Switzerland] - Rental of parking - Ref. 1995-01 Valid until: 31/12/2015
SAS Institute AG [Switzerland] - Master license Agreement for SAS licenses (Statistical software) - Ref. 14553 Valid until: 31/12/2015
SERVERSIDE, INC [United States of America] - CMS hosting services - Ref. OBPS105690 Valid until: 30/12/2015
KOMPASS INTERNATIONAL [France] - Subscription to KOMPASS statistics database - Ref. 2012-28/GB Valid until: 17/06/2017
SAS Institute AG [Switzerland] - Master license Agreement for SAS licenses (Statistical software) - Ref. 14553 Valid until: 31/05/2015
SERVERSIDE, INC [United States of America] - CMS hosting services - Ref. 2012-56/GB Valid until: 30/06/2015
SERVICES INDUSTRIELS DE GENEVE [Switzerland] - Rental of fiber optic (ITC-UNOG) - Ref. 2005-04 Valid until: 15/08/2015
SERVICES INDUSTRIELS DE GENEVE [Switzerland] - Supply of gaz - Ref. 2003-12 Valid until: 31/12/2015
STUDIO CASAGRANDE [Switzerland] - Photographic services - Ref. 2010-19 Valid until: 31/05/2015
SUNRISE COMMUNICATIONS AG [Switzerland] - Main FIX Voice and data telecomunication services - Ref. 2014-14/EF Valid until: 30/06/2016
SUNRISE COMMUNICATIONS AG [Switzerland] - PABX upgrade, maintenance and support - Ref. 2013-38/GB Valid until: 31/12/2016
SWISSCOM (SUISSE) SA [Switzerland] - Back-up FIX Voice and data telecomunication services - Ref. 2008-14R Valid until: 31/12/2015
SWISSCOM (SUISSE) SA [Switzerland] - BACK-UP FIX Voice and data telecomunication services - Ref. 2008-14R Valid until: 31/12/2015
TARA TPS CO. LTD [Republic Of Korea (South)] - Printing - Trade Forum - Ref. 2013-30/EF Valid until: 14/04/2016
WINKATIVE AG [Switzerland] - Creative and design services for Ethical Fashion - Ref. 2013-07/GB Valid until: 22/07/2018
WORDBEE [Luxembourg] - Translation Technology Products and Services - Ref. 2011-45/EF Valid until: 22/06/2015
XEROX AG [Switzerland] - Rental of multifunctions copiers - Ref. 2013-12/HW Valid until: 09/01/2019